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Lecture Note 2: Relational Contracts1 
 

Game theory is rampant in economics. Having long ago invaded industrial 
organization (the sub-field of economics that studies firms and their product markets), 
game-theoretic modeling is now commonplace in international, labor, macro, and 
financial economics, and is gathering steam even in development economics and 
economic history. Nor is economics alone: accounting, law, marketing, political science, 
and even sociology are beginning similar experiences. 

Why is this? Broadly speaking, two views are possible: fads and fundamentals. 
While I believe that fads are partly to blame for the current enthusiasm for game theory, I 
also believe that fundamentals are an important part of the story. Simply put, many 
economists use game theory because it allows them to study the implications of 
rationality, self-interest, and equilibrium when the theory of perfect competition does not 
apply—such as where markets are imperfectly competitive, or where markets are only 
peripherally relevant (such as in the relationship between a regulator and a firm or a boss 
and a worker). 

By my armchair citation count, repeated games have been applied more broadly 
than any other game-theoretic model—not only in economics but also in other social 
sciences and management fields. I believe this is because repeated games capture the 
following fact of life: when people interact over time, threats and promises concerning 
future behavior may influence current behavior.  

I do not mean to imply that this logic is surprising or rare. To the contrary, I think it 
is simple and ubiquitous. In this note I present the simplest possible formalization of this 
logic. I first describe a one-shot interaction between two parties (which works out badly) 
and then analyze an ongoing relationship in which such interactions occur repeatedly 
(and work out well because of the parties’ concerns for their reputations). The ongoing-
relationship model shows how repeated games allow economists to analyze some aspects 
of “trust,” “norms,” and “culture” in organizations (but see the concluding section of this 
note for more on these tricky words). More specifically, repeated-game models allow 
economists to analyze “relational contracts:” informal agreements and unwritten codes of 
conduct that powerfully affect behavior, both within firms and between. 

                                                
1 This note draws on: R. Gibbons, “An Introduction to Applicable Game Theory,” Journal of Economic 

Perspectives 11 (1997): 127-49. 
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Firms are riddled with such relational contracts. There are often informal quid pro 
quos between co-workers, as well as unwritten understandings between bosses and 
subordinates about task-assignment, promotion, and termination decisions. Even 
ostensibly formal processes such as compensation, transfer pricing, internal auditing, and 
capital budgeting often cannot be understood without consideration of their associated 
informal agreements. 

Business dealings are also riddled with relational contracts. Supply chains often 
involve long-run, hand-in-glove supplier relationships through which the parties reach 
accommodations when unforeseen or uncontracted-for events occur. Similar relationships 
also exist horizontally, as in the networks of firms in the fashion industry or the diamond 
trade, and in strategic alliances, joint ventures, and business groups. Whether vertical or 
horizontal, these relational contracts influence the behaviors of firms in their dealings 
with other firms. 

Both within and between firms, relational contracts help circumvent difficulties in 
formal contracting (i.e., contracting enforced by a third party, such as a court). For 
example, a formal contract must be specified ex ante in terms that can be verified ex post 
by the third party, whereas a relational contract can be based on outcomes that are 
observed by only the contracting parties ex post, and also on outcomes that are 
prohibitively costly to specify ex ante. A relational contract thus allows the parties to 
utilize their detailed knowledge of their specific situation and to adapt to new information 
as it becomes available. For the same reasons, however, relational contracts cannot be 
enforced by a third party and so must be self-enforcing agreements (similar to the idea of 
Nash equilibrium familiar from game theory): each party’s reputation must be 
sufficiently valuable that neither party wishes to renege. 

In this note, Sections 1 and 2 develop a very simple repeated-game model of a 
relational contract. Section 3 then considers richer models and some basic lessons from 
this approach. Finally, Section 4 describes a repeated-game model of a relational 
incentive contract – specifically, a subjective bonus plan. Later notes consider relational 
contracts between firms (such as in an alliance) and relational contracts within firms 
(such as when headquarters decentralizes decision-making to divisions). 
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1.  A One-Shot Interaction 

Suppose that late last night an exciting new project occurred to you. The project 
would be highly profitable, but is outside your area of expertise, so you would need help 
in completing it. Furthermore, it would take significant work on your part to explain the 
project to someone with the needed expertise. Finally, if you did explain the project to the 
relevant other, that person could steal your ideas and represent them as primarily his own. 

It is not hard to imagine this scenario unfolding in an organization: you work in 
marketing, and the project is a new product, but you need assistance from someone in 
engineering, who could later take all (or at least too much of) the credit. To decide 
whether to pursue the project, it would help to know something about the 
“trustworthiness” of a particular engineer you could approach. But if you have been 
buried deep inside marketing, you may not have much information about any of the 
relevant engineers. In this case, you would be forced to rely either on the average sense of 
human decency among engineers or on your organization’s culture: “how we do things 
around here.”  If the culture emphasizes teamwork over individual accomplishments, for 
example, you may have more confidence in approaching an unfamiliar member of the 
engineering group. 

Kreps (1990) captures these issues in the Trust Game shown below. The game 
begins with a decision node for player 1, who can choose either to Trust or Not Trust 
player 2. If player 1 chooses Trust then the game reaches a decision node for player 2, 
who can choose either to Honor or Betray player 1’s Trust. If player 1 chooses Not Trust 
then the game ends (effectively, 1 terminates the relationship). At the end of each branch 
of the game tree, player 1’s payoff appears above player 2’s. If player 1 chooses to end 
the relationship then both players’ payoffs are zero. If 1 chooses to trust 2, however, then 
both players’ payoffs are one if 2 honors 1’s trust, but player 1 receives -1 and player 2 
receives two if player 2 betrays 1’s trust. 

We solve the Trust Game by backwards induction—that is, by working backwards 
through the game tree, one node at a time. If player 2 gets to move (i.e., if player 1 
chooses to trust player 2) then 2 can receive either a payoff of one by honoring 1’s trust 
or a payoff of two by betraying 1’s trust. Since two exceeds one, player 2 will betray 1’s 
trust if given the move. Knowing this, player 1’s initial choice amounts to either ending 
the relationship (and so receiving a payoff of zero) or trusting player 2 (and so receiving a 
payoff of -1, after player 2 betrays 1’s trust). Since zero exceeds -1, player 1 should end 
the relationship. 
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The Trust Game has many other interpretations, including the following simple 
model of a bonus based on subjective performance evaluation. Suppose that an employee 
is player 1 and the boss player 2. Suppose that if the employee works hard and produces 
good results then she is supposed to be paid a bonus, but performance is subjective so 
paying the bonus is left to the discretion of the boss. If the bonus comes out of the boss’s 
budget, or if the boss must argue with superiors to secure the bonus, then the boss may 
prefer not to pay the bonus, even if the employee deserves it. Fearing that the boss will 
not pay the bonus, the employee may decide not to work hard. 

 

 

Figure 1: The Trust Game 
 

2.  The Repeated Game 

Instead of a one-shot interaction, suppose that you and a particular engineer will 
play the Trust Game repeatedly, with all previous outcomes observed by both players 
before the next period’s Trust Game is played. The analysis of this repeated game differs 
dramatically from the one-shot interaction: the engineer’s actions today may affect your 
expectation of her actions tomorrow, which may affect your actions tomorrow, which 
affect her payoffs tomorrow. Thus, actions not in the engineer’s short-run self-interest (as 
defined by her payoff today) may be consistent with her overall self-interest (as defined 
by her total payoff over time).  
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Let me reiterate that I do not think this logic surprising or rare. I nonetheless find it 
useful to develop a formal model of these ideas in order to isolate some of the key 
variables that determine when a player should be guided by long- rather than short-run 
self-interest. 

Formally, we will analyze an infinitely repeated game: the game never ends, but 
both players face an interest rate r per period in discounting their payoffs across periods. 
(For example, when r is high, a dollar to be received next period is not worth much 
today—$1/(1+r), to be exact.) We can interpret this “infinitely” repeated game somewhat 
more realistically by saying that the game ends at a random date. Under this 
interpretation, the interest rate r reflects not only the time value of money but also the 
probability that the players will meet again after the current period. (A dollar to be 
received next period provided that we are still interacting is not worth much if today’s 
interaction is likely to be our last.) Under either interpretation, the present value of $1 to 
be received every period starting tomorrow can be shown to be $1/r. 

Mostly for analytical simplicity (but to some extent for behavioral realism), we will 
consider the following “trigger” strategies in the infinitely repeated game: 

Player 1: In the first period, play Trust. Thereafter, if all moves in all previous 
periods have been Trust and Honor, play Trust; otherwise, play Not Trust. 

Player 2: If Player 1 plays Trust this period, play Honor if all moves in all 
previous periods have been Trust and Honor; otherwise, play Betray. 

These strategies are not forgiving: if cooperation breaks down at any point then it is 
finished for the rest of the game, replaced by the dictates of short-run self-interest. In 
most games, reverting to short-run self-interest after a breakdown in cooperation is a 
middle ground between two plausible alternatives: forgiveness (i.e., an attempt to 
resuscitate cooperation) and spite (i.e., going against short-run self-interest in order to 
punish the other player). Both forgiveness and spite deserve analytical attention, but I 
will focus on the trigger strategies (with their reversion to short-run self-interest after a 
breakdown of cooperation) as a tractable compromise.2 

We will analyze whether these trigger strategies are a Nash equilibrium of the 
infinitely repeated game. That is, given that player 1 is playing her trigger strategy, is it in 

                                                
2 In the Trust Game, unlike most, reverting to short-run self-interest is identical to spite: it achieves the 

harshest possible punishment of player 2. 
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player 2’s interest to play his? We will see that the trigger strategies are a Nash 
equilibrium of the infinitely repeated game provided that player 2 is sufficiently patient 
(i.e., provided that the interest rate r is sufficiently small). 

Suppose that player 1 follows his trigger strategy and chooses Trust in the first 
period. Player 2 then faces a dilemma. As in the one-shot interaction, player 2’s one-
period payoff is maximized by choosing to Betray. But in the repeated game, if player 1 
is playing the trigger strategy then such a betrayal by player 2 leads player 1 to choose 
No Trust forever after, producing a payoff of zero for player 2 in each subsequent period. 
Thus, the key question is how player 2 trades off the short-run temptation (a payoff of 2 
instead of 1 now) against the long-run cost (a payoff of 0 instead of 1 forever after). The 
answer depends on the interest rate: if r is sufficiently low then the long-run consideration 
dominates and player 2 prefers to forego the short-run temptation. 

The general point is that cooperation is prone to defection (otherwise we should call 
cooperation something else—such as a happy alignment of the players’ self-interests), but 
in some circumstances defection can be met with punishment. A potential defector 
therefore must weigh the present value of continued cooperation against the short-term 
gain from defection followed by the long-term loss from punishment. If a player’s 
payoffs (per period) are C from cooperation, D from defection, and P from punishment 
(where D > C > P) then this decision amounts to evaluating two time-paths of payoffs: 
(C, C, C, ...) versus (D, P, P, P, ...), as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2 
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Because the present value of $1 received every period starting tomorrow is $1/r, the time-
path of payoffs (C, C, C, ...) yields a higher present value than the time-path (D, P, P, P, 
...) if 

 (*) {1 + 
1
r } C > D + 

1
r  P  . 

Rearranging the inequality (*) yields r < (C - P)/(D - C). That is, if the players are 
sufficiently patient (i.e., if r is sufficiently close to zero) then it is optimal to cooperate, 
foregoing the short-run temptation (D - C) for the long-term gain (C - P forever after). 
More formally, if the players are sufficiently patient then it is an equilibrium of the 
infinitely repeated game for the parties to play the trigger strategies given above, thereby 
achieving cooperation in every period of the repeated game. 

3.  Richer Models (and Some Lessons) 

Even the simple repeated-game model in Section 2 offers one lesson: grow the 
value of the relationship (i.e., increase C – P). That is, cooperation is more likely to 
continue if the parties do better together (C) than apart (P). Additional lessons follow 
from slightly richer models. 

One way to enrich the model is to allow the payoffs to fluctuate over time. As an 
example, consider a duopoly that is trying to collude to keep prices high. Unfortunately, 
the duopoly’s industry is subject to cyclical fluctuations in demand. In particular, in a 
boom the market will bear a price much above cost, whereas in a bust the margins are 
nearly zero. When will each duopolist be more tempted to break from the collusion by 
under-cutting price so as to attract the entire market (at least for a time, until the other 
firm matches the price cut): in a boom or a bust? Clearly in a boom, for there is nothing 
to gain in a bust. Consequently, collusion may break down (and price wars emerge) in 
booms, not busts.3 

To model such fluctuating payoffs, suppose that at the beginning of each period the 
parties observe the payoffs Ct, , Dt , and Pt that apply to that period. Suppose also that 
each period’s payoffs are independently drawn from a given joint probability distribution 
                                                
3 See Rotemberg and Saloner (1986) for the full-blown version of this theory and some supporting 

evidence. 
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F(C, D, P). Then cooperation is optimal in period t for one player (assuming that the 
other player is playing a trigger strategy) if the first player’s payoffs satisfy 

(**) Ct + 
1
r  E(C) > Dt + 

1
r  E(P)  , 

where E(C) is the expected value of C and likewise for E(P). This enriched model offers 
a second lesson: manage the extremes (i.e., the extreme values of Dt  - Ct). That is, the 
threats to a relationship come when the defection temptation is largest (relative to the 
cooperation payoff), so these are the events to plan for in advance. 

Another way to enrich the basic model is to allow for a permanent shift in the 
payoffs: rather than a random draw of new payoffs each period, a permanent shift from 
(C, D, P) to (C’, D’, P’) occurs at an uncertain date. One interesting possibility is that (C, 
D, P) satisfy the inequality (*) from the previous section but (C’, D’, P’) do not. The 
breakdown of several famous “relational contracts” can be understood in these terms. For 
example, for several decades IBM made a “no layoffs” pledge to its employees. This was 
not an explicit contract, enforceable by a court, but it was part of “the deal” at IBM: a 
shared understanding between the firm and its employees about how employment would 
proceed. As personal computers and work stations reduced the demand for mainframe 
computers, however, one could imagine that the value of living up to this pledge (namely, 
C in the model above) fell. Thus, (*) may have held at the original, high value of C but 
not at the new, low value. 

The other variables in (*) may also move unexpectedly. For example, a sudden and 
dramatic need for cash might increase a player’s defection payoff, D. Similarly, as 
alternative sources of supply develop, a buyer will have less trouble finding a new 
supplier should a current supply relationship end; that is, P may increase. Finally, as 
mentioned above, the interest rate r reflects not only the time value of money but also the 
probability that the players will meet again after their current interaction. Thus, if 
exogenous factors (such as illness, promotion, a spouse’s new job, and so on) make it less 
likely that the parties will meet again then r increases and (*) may fail to hold. That is, 
there may be “endgame behavior” in which the parties give in to the temptation to defect 
because the future value from current cooperation is too small. 

All these stories about permanent shifts in the payoffs yield a third lesson: know 
when to quit (but also when to start).  For example, in the case where (C, D, P) satisfy (*) 
but (C’, D’, P’) do not, it may or may not be optimal to cooperate until the payoff shift 
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occurs. The answer depends on how likely the payoff shift is to occur. The analysis 
behind this answer is much like the argument leading to (*), but now the interest rate r 
must reflect not just the time value of money and the probability that the relationship will 
end but also the probability that the payoffs will shift. 

Even if we incorporate sudden shocks into the story, the repeated-game model 
described here is excessively tidy: cooperation either works perfectly or doesn’t work at 
all, depending on the interest rate. It is natural to ask what happens when the players are 
not “sufficiently patient.” In brief, all is not lost, because it may be possible to achieve 
partial rather than full cooperation.4 It is also natural to ask why there are never any fights 
or misunderstandings in the trigger-strategy equilibrium we have analyzed. Green and 
Porter (1984) developed a richer model in which the players’ actions are only imperfectly 
observable (e.g., Saudi Arabia cannot tell whether a small country has been selling more 
oil than its OPEC quota, but everyone can see the price of oil on today’s market). In 
models with imperfect observability, cooperation breaks down every now and then, but 
then resumes after a stretch of non-cooperation. 

In spite (or perhaps because?) of their excessive tidiness, repeated-game models of 
such “self-enforcing agreements” (Telser, 1981) have been widely applied in economics, 
such as in problems of quality assurance in supply relationships (Klein and Leffler, 
1981), subjective performance evaluation in incentive compensation (Bull, 1987), and 
corporate culture (Kreps, 1990). Related ideas can recently be seen in law (“self-
enforcing corporate law,” Black and Kraakman, 1996) and in organization theory 
(“psychological contracts in organizations,” Rousseau, 1995). In Section 4 below, I 
consider how relational contracts can be used to provide incentives; in Lecture Note 4, “ 
Make, Buy, or Cooperate,” I consider how such contracts influence the vertical-
integration decision. 

In sum, repeated-game models focus on the role of long-run self-interest in 
overcoming short-term temptation. In everyday parlance, if you understand my long-run 
self-interest, you might “trust” me not to yield to certain short-run temptations. Like 
Williamson (1993), however, I see such “calculative trust” as a contradiction in terms. 
Instead, I prefer a label such as “assurance” (Yamagishi and Yamagishi, 1994) for 
                                                
4 To see how this may work, examine (*). Note that reducing the cooperation payoff from C to some 

lower level is no help at all, in and of itself. That is, holding the payoff from defection (D) constant, 
reducing C makes it harder to satisfy (*). The trick is that reducing C may also reduce D: making due 
with partial cooperation may also limit the players’ opportunities for profitable deviations. If D falls 
more than C does then (*) may hold. 
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repeated-game logics and other arguments in which behavior is determined by self-
interested incentives. (For example, if you make me a loan and I know you are a mobster, 
you may be confident that I will pay you back, but are you trusting me?)  I would reserve 
“trust” as the label for a non-economic phenomenon. I cannot yet model (or even really 
define) such trust, but I find it too depressing to accept that all trust is merely assurance. 

4.  Subjective Performance Evaluation 

We started this course by studying “formal” or “explicit” incentive contracts—the 
kind that could be enforced by a court, if necessary. Now we have introduced the idea of 
a “relational” contract that cannot be enforced in court and so relies instead on the 
parties’ self-interested weighing of the short-term benefits from cheating against the 
long-run benefits from cooperating. In this section we continue to discuss relational 
contracts but now focus specifically on relational incentive contracts, such as subjective 
bonus plans. 

For simplicity, in this section we will assume that no formal contracts can be 
enforced. A more balanced view would be that formal contracts are not completely 
infeasible but are likely to be imperfect, in which case one should consider how to 
combine imperfect formal contracts with the relational contracts studied here. Many firms 
(including Brainard, Bennis, & Farrell and Lincoln Electric) use such combinations of 
relational and formal incentive contracts; for a more formal discussion, see Baker, 
Gibbons, and Murphy (1994). 

A. The One-Shot Interaction 

For most workers and managers (and even for many executives) it is extremely 
difficult to measure y—the dollar value of the agent’s contribution to the firm. More 
precisely, it is extremely difficult to measure y in a way that would allow the agent’s pay 
to be based on y through a compensation contract that could be enforced by a court, if 
necessary. We will describe this difficulty by saying that the agent’s contribution to firm 
value is not objectively measurable. Even if the agent’s contribution to firm value is not 
objectively measurable, however, it sometimes can be subjectively assessed by superiors 
who are well placed to observe the subtleties of the agent’s behavior and opportunities. 
(Another phrase sometimes used to capture this distinction is that the agent’s contribution 
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to firm value is “observable but not verifiable.” That is, the agent’s contribution is 
observable by the parties but not verifiable by a court.)  Such subjective assessments of 
an agent’s contribution to firm value may be imperfect, but they may nonetheless 
complement or improve on the available objective performance measures.  

In this section we develop a simplified version of Bull’s (1987) repeated-game 
model of a bonus based on a subjective assessment of a worker’s total contribution to 
firm value.5 In each period, the worker chooses an unobservable action, a, that 
stochastically determines the worker’s contribution to firm value, y. In particular, y 
equals either L or H, and the worker’s action, 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, equals the probability that y = H. 
(That is, higher actions produce higher probabilities of y = H; the action a = 0 guarantees 
that y = L will occur.)  The worker incurs an action cost c(a). 

As discussed above, we assume that the worker’s contribution to firm value is too 
complex and subtle to be verified by a third party, and so cannot be the basis of an 
enforceable contract. That is, y cannot be objectively measured. On the other hand, we 
assume that y can be subjectively assessed, as described in the following timing of events 
within each period. First, the firm offers the worker a compensation package (s, b), where 
s is a base salary paid when the worker accepts the offer and b is a relational-contract 
bonus meant to be paid when y=H. Second, the worker either accepts the compensation 
package or rejects it in favor of an alternative employment opportunity with payoff wa. 
Third, if the worker accepts then the worker chooses an action at cost c(a). The firm does 
not observe the worker’s action. Fourth, the firm and the worker observe the realization 
of the worker’s contribution to firm value, y. Finally, if y = H then the firm chooses 
whether to pay the worker the bonus b specified in the relational contract.6  The firm’s 
payoff when the worker’s contribution is y and total compensation is w is the profit y - w. 
The worker’s payoff from choosing an action with cost c(a) and receiving total 
compensation w is w - c(a), and the worker is risk-neutral. 

In a single-period employment relationship with this timing (or in the final period of 
a multi-period relationship with a known, finite duration), the firm would choose not to 
pay a bonus, so the worker (anticipating the firm’s decision) would choose not to supply 
                                                
5 The single worker we consider could just as well be a sequence of workers, each of whom works for a 

known finite number of periods, provided that each worker learns the history of play before beginning 
employment. 

6 One could construct an analogous model in which the firm rewards the worker with a promotion rather 
than with a bonus. Indeed, relational contracts concerning promotions may be more prevalent than the 
pay-for-performance relational contracts we discuss here. 
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effort, so the firm (anticipating the worker’s choice) would not pay a salary greater than 
L. Whether the worker is employed at this firm would then depend on whether wa is 
greater or less than L. If wa < L then the worker will be employed at the firm, but will not 
supply any effort. We will assume hereafter that wa > L, in which case the worker would 
not be employed at this firm in the single-period model. 

B. The Repeated Game 

In many settings, there is some prospect of an ongoing relationship, which may 
cause the firm to value its reputation for honoring its relational contracts. To capture this 
prospect, we analyze what is formally described as an infinitely repeated game but is 
better interpreted as a repeated game that ends randomly, as described in above. In 
analyzing this repeated game, we focus on trigger strategies: roughly speaking, the parties 
begin by cooperating and then continue to cooperate unless one side defects, in which 
case they refuse to cooperate forever after. We solve for the trigger-strategy equilibrium 
that maximizes the firm’s expected profit, subject to making the terms of employment 
sufficiently attractive that the worker chooses to work at this firm. The key issue is how 
large a bonus the worker can trust the firm to pay. The answer depends on the firm’s 
interest rate, r, and on the firm’s expected profit per period, which we now derive. 

If the worker believes the firm will honor the relational contract (i.e., that the firm 
will pay the bonus b after observing performance y = H), then the worker’s optimal 
action solves 

 max
a    s + a.b - c(a) . 

Under assumptions similar to Lecture Note 1 (namely, that c(a) is convex, and now also 
that c'(a) approaches infinity as the worker’s action approaches one), the solution satisfies 
c'(a) = b. For an arbitrary b, we denote the worker’s optimal action by a*(b), in which 
case the firm’s expected profit per period is 

 L + a*(b).[H - L] - [s + a*(b).b] . 

The worker will work for the firm if her expected payoff exceeds her alternative payoff: 
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 s + a*(b).b - c[a*(b)] ≥ wa . 

Assuming that the alternative payoff is not too high (i.e., not so high as to prevent the 
firm from both attracting the worker and making a profit), the optimal base salary for the 
firm to offer is the lowest salary sufficient to induce the worker to join the firm. Given 
this salary, the firm’s expected profit per period when the relational-contract bonus is b is 

 Eπ(b) ≡ L + a*(b).[H - L] - c[a*(b)] - wa  . 

This expression for the firm’s expected profit per period allows us to determine how large 
a bonus the worker can trust the firm to pay.  

Given the worker’s trigger strategy, if the firm does not pay the bonus b when the 
worker’s contribution is y = H then the firm’s payoff is H - s this period but zero 
thereafter (because wa > L, so the worker will not be employed by this firm if trust 
collapses), whereas if the firm does pay the bonus then its payoff is H - s - b this period 
but Eπ(b) thereafter. Thus, the firm should pay the bonus if and only if  

 (H – s – b) + Eπ(b)/r ≥ (H – s – 0) + 0/r,           or   Eπ(b)  ≥  rb , 

where 1/r is the present value of $1 received next period and every period thereafter. 

The efficient relational contract sets b to maximize expected profit per period, 
Eπ(b), subject to the firm’s reneging constraint Eπ(b) ≥ rb, as shown in Figure 3. For 
high enough values of r, such as rH, no value of b generates enough expected profit to 
dissuade the firm from reneging—that is, no value of b satisfies Eπ(b) ≥ rb. For small 
enough values of r, such as rL, first-best incentives can be provided through a relational 
contract with bonus bFB. Finally, for intermediate values of r, such as rM, the efficient 
relational-contract bonus (b*) is the largest value of b that satisfies the reneging 
constraint. In this case, a larger value of b (but still less than bFB) would improve 
incentives (if the worker believed that such a bonus would be paid) but is not credible 
(because Eπ(b) < rb for all such larger values of b). 
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Figure 3 

 
For interest rates in the intermediate range, the efficient bonus falls as r increases, 

because the higher value of r makes future profits less valuable, so the firm is more 
tempted to renege. (To see this, increase rM from rL to rH in Figure 3 and consider the 
movement in b*.)  Similarly, as wa increases, the firm’s expected profit falls, so the 
largest feasible relational-contract bonus falls. (To see this, consider lowering the Eπ(b) 
curve straight down in Figure 3, by the amount of the increase in wa, and consider the 
movement in b* for a fixed interest rate, such as rM.) 
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